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IE2 to IE3 change

What changes?

From January 2015 in EU MEPS1  IE32  efficiency class is the new minimum norm (instead of IE2) for all 
non-ATEX asynchronous motors from 7,5kW and up in the European Union.

First and foremost, efficiency of motors will increase, as shown in Figure 1 Efficiency graph for IE Classes. 
To attain these higher efficiencies higher quality of metals and improved design are used which results in 
an increased weight (in all motors) and height (for 15kW and up). 

Efficiency graph for IE Classes

This doesn’t mean that all stock of IE2 motors will be scrapped. It is foreseen that all existing IE2 stock 
may still be used until depleted. However motor suppliers can’t supply any new IE2 motors for standard 
applications. IE2 Can still be used inside EU-MEPS but only in combination with a Variable Speed Drive 
(VSD) or frequency inverter (converter). These drives and IE2 motor can still be ordered but through a 
special request. They have a special nameplate to state that the motor can only be used with a VSD.

So on the OCS the new standard is the IE3 Fan Set version.
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1Minimum Energy Performance Standards
2IEC/EN 60034-30:2008 defines International Efficiency (IE) classes for single speed, three-phase, 50 and 60 Hz induction motors.
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IE2 to IE3 change

Where does it apply?

What MEPS are in effect per region is shown in the map in Figure 2 Different Efficiency Standards in the world.

Different Efficiency Standards in the world

Outside EU MEPS IE2 is typically sufficient however we recommend to check with your client what efficiency they need.

Implementation

1. All Data Sheets are updated to represent IE3 motor data. Manuals and Spare Parts Catalogue will follow shortly.

2. We have checked that the new (longer) IE3 motors will fit in the existing units. 

3. We have created an IE3 variant for all Fan Sets; only CSR 22 will have no IE3 variant.

4. Unit configurators are updated to include the new IE3 motors.

5. To order an IE2 Fan Set you need to request it through special

6. All existing stock of IE2 motors can still be used conform the norm. Production planning will take care of this, so 
no action is required from sales side.

Pricing

To increase the efficiency of the motor more and higher quality metals are used, so this also increases the prices 

for IE3 motors compared to IE2 versions. Eventual price adaptations will be provided in a separate communication.
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